We would like to thank all the EUPHAnxters who helped to organise and/or joined activities of the second edition of the COVID-19 pandemic. This year the call to ‘Join forces for a healthier population’ reached 31 countries, with 147 events.

Browse the events of the 2nd EUPHW

The World Congress on Public Health is going digital

The current pandemic has deeply challenged our face-to-face meetings, at least for now. The World Congress on Public Health (WCPH), held from 12 to 17 October in Rome, will be entirely moved online. The virtual format will allow more sessions, and an extra Covid-19 track has been added (click here for a special call on abstracts on Covid-19 | Deadline: 20 June 2020). Registration (now at a reduced fee) is open on wcph2020.com

PS: Do you remember the Fellowship Program that we run at the last EPH Conferences in Ljubljana and Marseille? Keep tuned to EUPHAnxt channels, as something even bigger is coming for the WCPH2020 😏

Interested in Serious Gaming?!

EUPHA is launching its first project on Serious Gaming in Public Health. Are you willing to part?

What is it?

Serious games for health are educational tools that are more frequently used for health professional training and can be a powerful instrument of interventions. In serious gaming can be a powerful capacity building in public health professionals. EUPHA has created a working group on serious gaming and the aim is to develop a serious game for health professionals.

Can you contribute?

Have you got experience with serious gaming? Do you know any young professional who does?

Find us on EUPHAnxt

Our Twitter channel is currently down

No, we’re not gone. As you may have noticed, EUPHAnxt Twitter account (our main source of communication) has been currently suspended by the platform for alleged violations of the Terms of Service. We are sure that this is only a misunderstanding, as we have never engaged in any action which is contrary to the Twitter rules.

We will let you know when we are back again (hopefully, very very soon!).

Chirp!
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Let's get social! (Right now only on Fb...)
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